Horse Name

Picture

Color/Markings

Description/Tack Needs

Rider Level

Batman
(gelding)

-Black
-White star on
forehead

Beginner,
Intermediate

Buddy
(gelding)

-Chestnut
-Black Lips
-No Star

Advanced

Burkin
(gelding)

-white w/ grey
specks
-white mane

Intermediate,
Advanced

Carousel

-tall mule looking
-bay

ChaCha
(mare)

-white w/ grey
specks
-grey mane
-floppy lower lip

Advanced

Chatter
(mare)

-bay
-tan muzzle and
lower legs
-dished face
-blind in one eye

Beginner
Intermediate

Chiquita
(mare)

-dark bay
-white patch on
withers that
continues into
mane.

Beginner,
Intermediate

Clarice
(mare)

-chestnut
-large white blaze
on face.
-no socks.
-chubbyish?

Cruiser
(gelding)

Beginner,
Intermediate

-very girthy, must be untied to
tack.

Advanced

Deli

Johnny Blaze
(Johnny B)
(gelding)

-chestnut.
-long white blaze
covers nostrils.
-sunburnt nose
-no socks

Intermediate

Kiwi
(mare)

-black and white
paint.

-tendency to kickout and prop.

Advanced

Lea (mare)

-chestnut
-tall
-white star on
forehead.

-slower takes leg.

Beginner

Luke
(gelding)

-bay
-white stripe down
face.
-usually kept
alone.

-may require spurs or crop for
advanced.
-tendency to back up.

Beginner,
Intermediate,
Advanced

Maria (mare)

-dark bay/black.
-tan muzzle
-white stripe on
face.

Expert

Measels

-chestnut
-white spots on
body and face
-white blaze on
face.
-short sock: back
left leg.

Intermediate

Mexico
(mare?)

-dark bay.
-greyish area on
forehead.
-white patch on
withers(does NOT
continue into
mane).

-tendency to prop and back up.
-throws head.
-highly maneuverable.

Advanced

Midge

-black pony.
-small.
-white star on
forehead.

-fast trot.
-needs a lot of supporting leg to
steer.
-heavy in hand, pump reins to
help slow or stop.

Advanced

Montana

-tanner bay.
-blackish legs

-takes off after ball.

Intermediate.
Advanced

Oxona (mare)
LAME

-white
-white mane

Pickles
(mare)

-bay
-white star on
forehead
-slimmer

-NO SPURS
-slow, takes a lot of leg.

Beginner

Pompita
(mare)

-chestnut
-blonde/lighter
mane than body
color.
-large white blaze
on face.
-chubbyish

-tendency to prop.
-throws head.
-highly manervable.

Raider

Advanced

Intermediate,
Advanced

Red (gelding)

-Chestnut
-white blaze on
face w/ two red
dots in it.

-mount from the ground.
-peg legged

Intermediate,
Advanced

Sambita
(mare)
LAME

-bay
-white stripe on
face.

Starlight
(mare)

-chestnut
-swayback
-floppy lower lip
-white star on
forehead.

-takes warming up.
-highly maneuverable/quick
turns.

Advanced

Sugar (mare)

-bay
-white snip on
nose.

-takes a lot of leg.
-tries to get away with things.
-smooth canter, tendency to
lower head.
-Tendency to bite when putting
on halter.
-back into wall to put bridle on.

Beginner,
Intermediate,
Advanced

Sundance
LAME

-chestnut
-large white blaze
w/ white chin.
-white socks.

Beginner,
intermediate

Beginner,
Intermediate

Topo (mare)

-bay
-white snip on
nose and white
star on forehead.

-highly maneuverable.
-tendency to throw head.

Advanced

Voodoo

-greyish bay.
-very high withers.

-

Advanced, Expert

Wally

-chestnut
-large white blaze
continues over
nostrils.
-white socks

-bouncy trot.
-responsive with leg.
-Uses a Hackmore Bridle.

Advanced

Zara (mare)

-chestnut
-white blaze on
face continues
over nostrils.
-one sock: back
right leg.

-very up in front transitions.

Intermediate

